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Communicated by Gary L. Mullen
On p. 447 of our paper ‘Minimal cyclic codes of length pnq’ (Finite Fields Appl. 9 (4) (2003) 432–
448), there is an error in calculating the minimum distance of the code Ci . The lines 11–15 on p. 447
should read as follows:
Let Ci be the code of length pn−iq generated by g(x) = (xpn−i−1q −1)(1+xpn−i−1 +· · ·+x(p−1)pn−i−1 ).
The minimum distance di of Ci is at most 4, as the codeword g(x)(x− 1) = (xpn−i−1q − 1)(xpn−i − 1) =
xp
n−i−1(p+q) − xpn−i−1q − xpn−i + 1 in Ci has weight 4. By Lemma 10, Cˆi , the code of length pnq, gener-
ated by (x
pnq−1)
M(pi )(x)M(api )(x)
is a repetition code of Ci repeated pi times and its minimum distance is di pi .
The minimal codes Mpi and Mapi being subcodes of Cˆi(=Mpi ⊕Mapi ), have minimum distance at
least di pi .
On p. 448, the minimum distance of the minimal codes M1 and M2 should read as 12 instead
of 18, as displayed in the table. This has been veriﬁed by the software magma.DOI of original article: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S1071-5797(03)00023-6.
✩ The authors are thankful to Ms. Amita Sahni for pointing out the error.
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